
"You can rapidly improve your life, personal and professional, by clarifying the signals you send out to 
the world. This learning experience brings you to that ability."   

Outstanding ROI
Exceptional Added Value

Sustainable Growth for Teams and Individuals 

Initial Module For Teams and Individuals ~ 6H 
Team Building Weekends ~ Friday evening to Sunday afternoon

Follow-up sessions  ~ For teams and individuals upon request

Over a long period of multicultural research and development Madeleine Barchevska has developed an art and science -
informed remedy for much of the dysfunction in performance and motivation that have come to undermine our personal and 
professional space in Western culture.  Her award-winning teaching and coaching method is recognized by the French 
government [Invitée 1993], New York University, The University of Bologna, Italy, [Culture Teatrali 16 ~ the first 
practitioner published in Theatre and Neuroscience ];  The International Center for Ethnoscenology [UNESCO 1995], and 
two French Research Groups at The University of Paris, La Sorbonne VIII and Maison des Science des Hommes.  She 
founded BioArt Theatre Laboratories, Inc. a US Federal NFP organization in 1988, and has harnessed the knowledge and 
insights gained in her own vivid performing history in an effort to educate teams and individuals in sustainable awareness. 
  

During the training, participants experience greater self discovery and awareness at a profound core level. They have 
new perceptions based on the awakening of trust and confidence in themselves and others. They come away from the 
sessions with enhanced creativity, energy, and the discovery of their own emotional intelligence in an attitude of 
mindfulness and respect.

Participant comments :

"Everything was suddenly different.  I actually lost my "society mask" and started to feel in much better harmony with my environment and 
totally free of the roles we play in our society and how we would like to be perceived by our peers...not always easy in our city life."

-- Martin Brand, OEM Business Manager Europe, Adobe Systems France

"The workshop focuses on one's own natural grace in movement and thought, and the perception of this grace within oneself and others.  The 
experience was powerful...  Once you have witnessed this grace, you look for it everywhere.  It urges the participant to seek enhanced 
perception in experience.  What could be more profoundly useful ? "

-- Richard Cooper, International Relations Specialist, London

"In my case, as a professor, I have learned to become far more respectful of my own presence, and the presence of others, when speaking to 
students and colleagues.  The results - a calmer sense of authority, and greater ease in conversation - have been immediate."

-- Karin Badt,  Professor, Sciences Po,  La Sorbonne, Paris

" That is [her] great talent, of course, to connect the seemingly invisible dots." 
~ Jane Thorngren, Soprano, Live From Lincoln Center,  NYC.

"Thanks so much for your help Madeleine.  Your workshop... freed something in me, deep inside!"
"Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a mask and he will tell you the truth."  ~ Oscar Wilde
~ Rebecca Tepfer, Main D'Or concert producer, Paris

"She knows what she's doing."
~  Susanah Bloch Arendt, Founder of the Alba Method/ BreathXpress / CNRS

"Madeleine has extraordinary insights as a personal coach and is capable - among other things - of seeing directions in a career that the 
subject cannot see and yet that are totally compatible with his or her personality and talent(s)."

~ David Pini,  Company Manager at Stage Entertainment France
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